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EJASO has reincorporated lawyer Pablo Urbanos, who started his career working at the firm for
seven years and then left, returning with more experience

EJASO incorporates Pablo Urbanos as a
Labour and Employment partner. EJASO
ETL Global continues with its growth plan
and the objective of continuing to
accompany the firm in the key economic
sectors of our country and its main business
centres. The latest move in this regard has
been the signing of Pablo Urbanos Canorea
as a partner to lead the Labour and
Employment practice area at national level.

Pablo Urbanos has been dedicated to the field of Employment Law and Labour Relations since the
beginning of his professional career at EJASO, a firm where he worked for seven years between
2004 and 2011, to later accumulate experience in the business world and lead his own firm from 2013
until today.
Throughout his practice as a lawyer, he has assumed the legal direction of numerous proceedings,
both collective and individual, in the Social Jurisdiction. He has also participated in the negotiation of
collective bargaining agreements and restructuring processes of companies belonging to various
sectors of activity, as well as in collective bargaining at a sectoral level.
The incorporation of Pablo Urbanos to the team of partners of EJASO represents an important
commitment for the firm to strengthen and give continuity to the project of the Labour and
Employment Department of EJASO together with its founding partner, Álvaro Hernando de
Larramendi (pictured left).
For Pablo Urbanos Canorea (pictured centre), joining the EJASO project is "a great challenge that I
take on with enthusiasm and optimism, as EJASO is a Firm with a great track record in labour law
advice and is destined to play a decisive role at a key moment for society in this area."
Manuel González-Haba (pictured right), partner at EJASO, highlighted that the incorporation of Pablo
Urbanos: "Is proof of the firm's firm commitment to the talent and unity of its team of partners, in
order to offer the client a 360º, high quality and strongly coordinated advice."

